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Dear User, we regret to inform you that the SMG will be switched off in December 2020. We appreciate your support over the last few years and deeply apologize for any inconvenience this may cause. Can't find the game? Search for more games here: Similar games that you might like 93 people Set as favorites 17,573
plays Date reads: March 30, 2014 106 People Rated It as 5 Star 9 People Rated it as 4 Star 2 people rated it as 3 Star 1 people rated it as 2 Star 3 people rated it as 1 Star Description You're trapped in this arena and the only way How to survive is to defeat the other gladiators! Try your best to train hard and enter the
fight with the desire to win! Instructions fight with Z X C and V keys and use the arrow keys to move around. Show A game called Siegius Arena has been played 410 times. This flash game is in the category of Fighting Games. The game called Siegius Arena is also associated with the following keywords: arena, battle,
cs. Rating assigned to the game Siegius Arena (5 votes, average: 4.00 out of 5) Loading ... We may use cookies to personalize your use, including analyzing and displaying ads. More information Click here if the game does not load or the game is not detected on the screen. Siegius Arena is a cool action game in which
you have to fight and kill your enemies. The Z and X keys are for action and you can move around using the arrow keys. You can use C and V keys as well, but it needs to be unblocked. Newgrounds accounts are free and registered users see fewer ads! 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ... 58 ... 104 this game is good, but the game
is not all good Very good old good game, Does anyone remember it was named sword and sandals 5 or 6 or even 7 on some strange gaming site? Yes, still fun to play and actually is skill-based, even tho it's all about stun enemies... i exploded the guy's head because of the shocking spell! and if you have different fans,
market the person behind you...! Page 2 Will a new experimental weapon slice through a zombie outbreak? Fighting game with puzzle elements, 3 robots, special abilities and lots of medals! Zombie bored in his grave, had the idea to go to the moon, can you help him? A simple but increasingly challenging puzzle game
about lighting your way through hexagons. Explore caves and light lanterns to escape the abyss of eternal misery. Hey, ninja - a stylish blend of platforming, puzzles and epic boss fights awaits! Avoid death and humiliation in front of millions by defeating Gornax, the big giant crab. Flippin' Dead is a crazy game featuring
zombies. rainbows, power ups and blood baths! Lead one of the 3 nations in the battle for Rivadis in this fantasy real-time strategy game. Beautiful and provocative adventure game about a nasty but cute demon called Wetbone. Let Felix Baumgartner jump again in Felix Jump! Breathtaking adventures taking place in a
gloomy world, fighting hordes of terrible monsters. Become a monster trainer and liberating Ovest from Prof Mad Dog Madman. Fight and upgrade your gladiator in this tale of betrayal and revenge. Snake Puzzle game inspired by Snayke. Try to survive as long as you can as waves of opponents decend at you. Fall in
love with the dream of the main character. Adventure in a gloomy atmosphere. Solve puzzles, escape and get out of here! Nine bosses, 30 waves of hell bullets are waiting for you. Go and get dizzy! Check out your eternal ladyfriend in this funkycell sidescroller of fates and mates. How well do you know the characters
from 2012 on NG? Hardcore gravity-shifting action platformer! Shy schoolgirl Lilli is having a hard time in the convent. The owls are back, but you're no longer alone... What would you do if progress knocked on your door? Once upon a time in 666 Satan came to earth to be evil. You have to stop him. Boy looking for a
cure for his younger sister ... leads him to a cottage in the woods. Be a Crazy Taxi for things that go Bump at Night Demo from the upcoming Nitrome puzzle-platformer. Help Arrow practice three skills growing difficulties. Whip and blast your way through countless enemies to save your family! (GJ8 TeamPogoStick) You
are a lumberjack, now fight off these annoying treehuggers before they destroy your cabin! The kids are out at night and they want to play... I hope I win some of that jam! Carry the baby through a trap filled maze! Did anyone say Bullet Hell game? Dodge thousands of bullets and take down massive bosses! Get ready
that your ass exploded! Death, kill, evaporate. The end is here. Multitasking one button games! Become the most wanted rogue, run, jump, fight guards, steal treasures! Can You Become a Fall Ninja? Dodge your way through 40 waves to find out! A nightmare before a real adventure. How well do you know HORROR?
Mind-twisting retro platformer Take on the role of a lone sniper and save SNAFU Island from baddies. Save the world in this retro-fashionable Zelda-like adventure game. Lip-Sync all audio tracks from around NG and the web! Skip, run, and switch dimensions. Find your way out of this deadly nightmare dream! Amazing
and short puzzle-like platformer I came to a big city, densely packed with ancient cathedrals and churches ... Churches...
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